
The Alps 
are a 
younger 
mountain 
chain that 
is a good 
example of 
a hard 
collision, 
situated 
between 
the boot 
of italy 
and the 
rest of 
europe .  

The Alps

They cover parts of 
Switzerland, France, 
Italy and Austria,  and 
continue eastwards into 
the Balkans, and then 
the Middle East.

The Appalachians are not a 
particularly high set of mountians.

partly, this is due 
to their being older 
and more eroded.

but in some zones 
they never were 
very high - they 
were a product of 
a "soft" collision.

soft 
collisions 
cease 
shortly 
after the 
continents 
hit one 
another.

Low mountains

which involve continued 
convergence and stacking of 
successive crustal sheets, 
producing thicker crust.

High 
mountains 

tend to come 
from hard 

collisions ...

High mountains

There are 
many divisions 

of the Alps, but 
we’re going to 
look mainly at 

the Helvetic and 
the Pennine

 Alps.



the 
snowcapped 
pennine alps 

are the 
tallest in 
europe.

Sometimes 
the oldest 
molasse is 
actually 
caught up in 
the folding 
of the 
mountains as 
it was 
deposited at 
the same 
time as the 
deformation 
started.

But, young as 
they are, they 
have still have 

shed an enormous 
amount of 
sediment.

This sediment 
has accumulated 
in basins to the 
north and south 

and is called 
molasse.

as we 
see here.

the Deformation is a result of the collision 
of Africa with Europe that started about 100 
Ma ago and continues to the present day.

... recumbent 
folds.

The molasses sits on the 
helvetic alps which are 
made of relatively 
unmetamorphosed rocks. 
these units have slid off 
basement rocks (called 
massifs) and have been 
transported to the 
north-east by thrusting. 
the thrust sheets are 
stacked up on top of one 
another, and contain ...

seen in this geological map



The Morcle Nappe, 
which has this dramatic 

minor fold on its 
BOTTOM limb, well 

exposed in the dent 
d’Morcle 

along with 
minor folds 

on their
 limbs, 

And have slid to 
the northwest 

along detachment 
zones (or thrust 

faults).

The helvetic alps have 3 main Nappes. 

Well, actually the folds are not always 
recumbent, and once And again this sliding is 
helped by incompetent evaporates. 

Thrust over that is 
the Diablert Nappe, 

and then the 
wildhorn 

nappe.



WHICH MEANS THAT 
THE HIGHEST NAPPE MIGHT 

BE TOPOGRAPHICALLY 
QUITE LOW AT SOME 

LOCATIONS. 

LIKE THIS 
STICK. 

MUCH LIKE 
THE SHAPE OF 
THIS SADDLE 

HIGH IN THE 
CRUST THE ROCKS 

are PLASTIC ENOUGH 
TO BEND, but BRITTLE 

ENOUGH TO BREAK 
UNDER THE RIGHT 

CONDITIONS

it bends.

then 
breaks.

just like a nappe does.

Interestingly these 
nappes sag in the center, 
producing an effect 

AGAIN, THIS 
STYLE OF 
FOLDING IS 
TYPICAL OF 
formation 
HIGH IN THE 
CRUST, AND 
THE FACT 
THAT THE 
ROCKS HAVE 
SUFFERED 
VERY LITTLE 
META-
MORPHISM 
SUPPORTS 
THIS IDEA. 



IT IS here THAT WE 
FIND OCEANIC 

SEDIMENts, AND EVEN 
PIECES OF sea FLOOR - 

like these "pillow 
basalts", 

SUCH  
as those EXPOSED AT 

THE BASE OF THE 
MATTERHORN, HIGH in 

the pennines.

Looking at a cross 
section of the 

mountains we see 
that there are similar 
nappe structures in 

the pennine alps.

here broadER 
anticlines ARE 

SEPARATED BY VERY 
TIGHT SYNCLINES 

BUT THEse ROCKS 
HAVE BEEN TAKEN TO A 
MUCH GREATER DEPTH 

IN THE CRUST AND 
METAMORPHOSED. 

PRODUCING A LUSTROUS 
SCHIST THAT MANTLES the 
cores of the  ....

pennine nappes. 

and the 
rocks were more 

"plastic" when 
they were 
deformed. 

so  what do 
these obser-

vations tell us, 
generally and 

about the alps?

ALL THESE 
ATTRIBUTES 

SUGGEST 
DEFORMATION 
DEEPER IN THE 

CRUST

well, we can 
extrapolate 
downwards 

using seismic 
data...



... and why the 
pyrenees 

separate france 
& spain.

to produce a cross sectional view 
of the alps, as they are now

and to some extent, work 
back in time (to ~100 MY ago 
in this diagram).

And how they fit 
with the geography 
and the geology of 
the rest of europe, 
and thus why the 
topography is as it 
is.

and then forward to 
understand how the alps
developed (to ~ 50 MY ago).

why paris has no 
earthquakes,

where we might find coal,

and why we find 
ammonites on 

the south coast 
of britain...


